Mercury PRO
Unmatched performance and durability

Finishes shown in Bandelier color scheme.

Designed for peak performance. Built to last.
With a feature set crafted to enhance operator health and performance, a blend of materials
uniquely engineered to endure the rigors of a 24/7 environment for a decade or longer, and the
industry’s strongest standard warranty, Mercury Pro is a cut above the competition.

PROUDLY MADE IN USA
SINCE 1960

LIFETIME
WARRANT Y

+10

Mercury PRO
at a glance

Size Ranges:
Worksurface widths: 60"-96"
Hub depth: 39" or 51"
Screen heights: 36"-60"

Adjustability:
User Friendly
Watson’s patented ergonomic system
allows operators to personalize their
stations with fast, easy adjustments
of the surface and monitors. The
generous range of motion is designed
for comfort and focus during mission
critical work. Mercury eases both the
physical and mental demands on
the operator.

Monitor height power-adjusts to support
optimal visual acuity. Worksurface
moves in and out, providing one-touch
focal depth adjustment.

Stackable storage
assists in organization,
with no wasted space.

Tackable privacy screens
create functional privacy.
Acrylic upper section
controls sound but
preserves sightlines.

Four Steel lifting
columns provide
up to 26" surface
height adjustment
and have static
load capacity of
2500 lb.

Environment Controls:
Heating, cooling and individual dimmable task- and
ambient-lighting included as accessories.
Accessories are all FCC tested to ensure no
components cause Radio interference.

Modular
Mercury allows for the incorporation
of additional PCs and equipment
with ease. The highly flexible
components are easy to expand
and reconfigure.

Screening:
Tackable
12" acrylic toppers: Optional, available in clear or tinted

Energy + Environmental:

Super Strong
A welded steel frame, a lifting
system tested to perform through
40,000 cycles, commercialgrade, engineered wood core
cabinets—every component
used in the design of Mercury
was curated to create a console as
resilient as the people who work at it.

Worksurface height range: 24"-50"
Worksurface focal depth range: 13"
Monitor capacity: Up to ten 24" monitors
Monitor arm focal depth adjustment: 15"
Monitor array height: 13" electronically controlled
height adjustment
Optional fully articulating monitor arms: 13"
additional height adjustment

Total draw for entire console: 13.3 amps
Worksurface Lift Standby Usage: 0.1 amps
All lighting is low wattage LED
SCS Indoor Air Quality Certification: Advantage

Technology:
Outboard Technology Cabinets are accessible
from both the front and the rear of the console.
Built-in axial fans provide active cooling extend
technology life and allow for easy IT access.

Customize your technology needs
by incorporating either a Cable
Bridge for wire management, or
a Tech Bridge to house PCs.

Hub cabinets allow for dedicated
power and data entry points as
well as cable management.

Smart Design

Wired for Convenience

Everything within arm’s reach. Mercury Pro
provides a full suite of environment controls
including heat, air, ambient, and individually
dimmable task lighting. The Wellness Switch
helps monitor calorie burn. Surface located
plug-n-play ports and tech bays house up to
20 additional technology connections.

Reach cables, tech bridge, and tech cabinets
even when the position is active. Monitor
arrays and energy chains have easy access
infeeds and generous capacity. Power and
low-voltage cables travel in dedicated
channels to facilitate troubleshooting and
reduce signal interference.

Standard PC max capacity: 12+
Rack mount ready: 7RU Standard
User accessible technology connections: 20+
110V NEMA 5-20R receptacles: Two 13-outlet PDUs
provided per console.
Motorola R56 grounding standard compliant
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Incomparable.
Efficient.
Evolved.

Finishes shown
in Teton color
scheme with
Quench fabric.

Incomparable: No other console provides the user benefits
of a Mercury Pro. Designed to customize comfort and
maximize performance in a high-stress environment, the
user experience at a Mercury Pro is unique by definition.
Efficient: Between the tech bays thoughtfully placed for
rapid access, the fans to actively cool the tech systems
and keep their performance optimized, and the easyaccess cabling, the Pro is the IT Specialist’s dream.
Evolved: Mercury Pro’s modularity allows for easy
reconfiguration, expansion, and adaptability. The linear
design creates space, more for the user and more for
the planner. And the intelligent combination of material,
maximizes strength and promotes user wellness,
making it the ideal solution for 24/7 environments.
Mercury PRO is the only console on the market to be ETL tested and listed
to the UL 962 standard as a complete assembly. This premier standard
verifies that Mercury meets multiple safety requirements for Stability/
Mechanical Strength, Fire Resistance and Power/Lighting/Electrical Safety.
ISO 9001

MADE
HERE

QUALITY

ISO 14001

ENVIRONMENT

OHSAS 18001

HEALTH & SAFETY
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